MODEL ENTRANCE TEST PAPER
SUBJECT: ENGLISH
GRADE: 7
TOTAL MARKS: 25
__________________________________________________________________________
Q.1 List the 8 parts of speech with an example for each:

(8 Marks)

Q.2 Change the following sentences in to past tense:

(4 Marks)

(i) We are going for a trip.
__________________________________________________________________________
(ii) They keep their books safely .
__________________________________________________________________________
(iii) You do your work with care .
__________________________________________________________________________
(iv) He speaks English very well.
__________________________________________________________________________
Q.3 Write a paragraph of about 10 lines on the topic “Life in City”

(5 Marks)

Q.4 Read the given passage carefully and answer the questions given at the end.
(8 Marks)
We are living in the age of position. There is a craze to look smart, update and beautiful. The
adults and teenagers are under the spell of fashion. New generation runs after fashions. The
garment industry, cosmetics, companies, attractive, sdvertisements, films and magazines are
responsuble for all this craze. Fashion changes everyday. What style waspopular in our elder
brothers and sisters days is no longer popular today. It takes hardly one month to change
fashions of dresses. New fashions are becoming very popular in notime. Nowdays, everyone
tries to lokk smart and fashionable. They want to impress others by their fashionable dresses,
make-up, jewellery and footwears. In the race of fashionssometimes people forget their own
identity. They run blindly after fashions. Sometimes, instead of looking smart, they look
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awkward. Fashions have affected students a lot. They neglecttheir studies and spend their
precious time in parlours and in the markets.

QUESTIONS:
(i) Which factors are responsible for a craze of fashion?
(ii) Why do people blindly follow the latest fashion?
(iii) Suggest two different titles for the passage.
(iv) Give meaning of the underlined words.
(v) Use th efollowing words in sentences (Donot copy sentences fron the passage.)
(a) fashion
(b) Advertisements
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